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Anticipating and Handling Objections 
 

As a part of your Pre-Interview Preparation, compile a list of why interviewers, Recruiters, and CXOs may not hire you. 

We need to now turn these objections into attributes, as they are only PERCEIVED shortfalls. 

 

Objection Solution 

 

You're overqualified 

 

“I understand. Yes, I am overqualified, maybe even more so 

than you appreciate. You may agree however only non-

progressive companies hire people that aren't overqualified. 

You've built this great business by attracting and retaining as 

much talent as you can get your hands on. Is the concern 

more that you're concerned I will get bored and move on? Is 

that you feel maybe this business doesn't have sufficient 

things to attract me long term? Well it does! Do you mind if I 

take a few moments to share those with you?” (proceed to 

outline reasons why the business interests you long term) 

 

 

You have little experience in this industry 

 

“I understand. Considering this business already has many 

industry specialists, would the business achieve its objectives 

easier by capturing XXXX experience across other industries 

and injecting that innovation and diversity of industry 

experience back into the business? If you don't hire from 

outside of the industry, where are you going to get this added 

unique cross-industry experience from? Wouldn't you just be 

duplicating existing industry experience?” (This is called 

‘flipping,’ see notes below next page) 

 

 

You don't fit the culture 

 

You need to ask questions pre-interview (see ‘Handling the 

Recruiter's Initial Call’) to identify the type of culture before 

your interview. Beware, it's more about ‘personality fit’ than 

cultural fit. The interviewer feels you could not get along with 

the person/people you would be working alongside/reporting 

into. To save offending you, they say it's a lack of cultural fit 

as opposed to, “I don't like you so the team/client probably 

won't like you either.” 

 

 

You're too expensive 

 

Or you haven't shown us sufficient value to understand why 

you're asking for more money! Did you identify their needs 

sufficiently? Did you solve these by a S.A.R? (see ‘Selling By 

Gears’). Did you communicate your understanding of growing 

businesses?  
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You have an unstable work history 

(you have moved around a lot) 

 

“Yes, that's quite true—something I have some pride in and a 

reason previous employers have hired me. They understood 

very few candidates had worked with such a variety of 

employers and as a result had a less diverse background of 

experience. It's important to note, my mandates were 

achieved, and I always left business quite a lot better off than 

when I first started, giving previous employers a healthy ROI.” 

Give a S.A.R. or a Legacy for an employer that you spent little 

time with. 

 

 

 

Notes 

 

♠ It's It is impossible to be able to overcome all objections as some objections are valid. The best way to get hired is 

to demonstrate unique value across as many of the requirements as possible, so if you don't have one, it won't 

necessarily be a deal-breaker. 

♠ If the interviewer still looks confused when you answer a question, they probably have an objection. You probably 

haven't answered the question on their mind, not necessarily the one that came out of their mouth. Your failure to 

understand the logic behind the interviewers question has resulted in an objection. 

♠ To turn an objection into a unique reason for hiring you, you need to show the interviewer ‘the other side of the 

coin,’ by asking a question to ‘flip’ the coin, that is, show them the head not the tail. 

♠ After you have handled an objection, you need to confirm that objection is now put to bed by asking words to 

effect, “Is that still a concern to you?” or “Do you still feel I lack experience in that areas?” 

 

Strategies in Handling Objections 

 

♠ Discover them early and don't avoid them. Identify them and then define or clarify them as early as possible. 

They're like diseases. Prevention is better than cure. A correctly worded Resume and a properly structured, well-

strategized Application or Approach Letter will leave less doubt as to your value. A well-prepared Pre-interview 

Strategic Summary after you've correctly ‘Handled the Initial Recruiter's Telephone Call’ will help in the 

identification, clarification, and quashing of any objections. 

♠ Flip it. Flipping is a term Up use when we ask a question concerning a need that has the interviewer focus on the 

other side of the coin, not the negative side but the positive, the reasons they should hire you as opposed to why 

they should not. You don't need to wait for an objection to come up as they may not. You draw them out to kill 

them. For example, ask the interviewer this:  

 

“Tom, I've picked up a lot of experience across a lot of groups. I've also achieved my mandates in record 

time. Resulting from this, the length of some of my tenures may appear shorter than usual. Are there 

any questions you have in regards to this?” 

 

Or if they bring the point up as an objection: 

 

Example 1. “You've moved around too often.”  

 

Response: “It's true to say I've achieved my mandates early and captured a diversity of experience I suspect most 

candidates haven't captured.” 

 

Example 2. “You're not from our industry!” 

 

Response: “I understand. Bearing in mind you have more industry specialists than you can poke a stick at, would the 

business be better equipped for growth by capturing Leadership and Strategy know-how from a range of industries 

and injecting this diversity of ideas into the business? If you don't hire from outside of the industry, where are you 

going to capture this diversity of knowledge from? Would you not just be duplicating existing talent?” 
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Remember, a question unanswered usually becomes an objection. You need to answer the question on an interviewer's 

mind, not necessarily the question that comes out of their mouth! 

 

To understand the logic behind why interviewers ask some questions, see ‘Training Module: The Logic Behind 

Interviewer's Questions.’ 


